"ON FEBRUARY 11, 12 & 13th, RUSH PLAYED IN FRONT OF 30,000 SCREAMING FANS AT THE KEIL AUDITORIUM IN ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI. THESE THREE SHOWS WERE TAPE & PRODUCED INTO A 90 MINUTE LIVE RADIO SPECIAL."

WOULD LIKE TO THANK . . .

CKXL  CHED  CJBK  CHUM  CKLC  CKIQ  CKAL  CHUM-FM
CKEK  CKPR  CFLS  CJCB  CHEL  CKCY  CKPT  CHEZ-FM  CFOS-FM
CFEK  CJAV  CFCP  CFWB  CHOZ  CKAY  CIHI  CHIQ-FM  CFMC-FM
CJAT  CFNI  CHNL  CJCI  CHWQ  CKGO  CFBO  CHOM-FM  CHOZ-FM

(all will air the special during the month of March)

. . . THE SPIRIT OF CANADIAN RADIO FOR BRINGING RUSH'S 90 MINUTE "IN CONCERT" SPECIAL TO YOUR AUDIENCES

WE WOULD ALSO LIKE TO EXTEND OUR THANKS TO

SONY  BIG BLUE  ultra brite

FOR THEIR SPONSORSHIP AND INVOLVEMENT

THIS IS THE FIRST TIME ANY ACT HAS RECEIVED THIS TYPE OF COAST TO COAST SIMULTANEOUS MARKET PENETRATION

ACROSS THE DIAL, ACROSS THE COUNTRY . . . . . . RUSH . . .
ALBUM “Permanent Waves” (ANR-1-1021)
CHUM-FM, CFBO-FM, CFM, CJAY-FM, CILRA-FM, CJK, CJJU-M, CJZ, CKN, CKO1-FM, C-100-FM
RPM #5 bullet
BILLBOARD #4 bullet
RECORD WORLD #11 bullet
CASHBOX #7 bullet

ALBUM “Live Magnetic Air” (ANR-1-1019)

SINGLE “Paradise Skies” (ANS-014)
CFUN, CHUM 15, CJME, CKCK, CHAB, CKOM, CFRW 12, CKWW, CKSL, CKOG, CHYM, CKLY 12, CKPT, CKLA 24, CKGR, CKSO, CKGB, CGBF, CHZ, CKOY, CILRA-FM, CHUM, CNOI-FM, CKJF, CHCS, CKAR, CFB

ALBUM “Back to Bach” (ANR-1-1023)
CFOX-FM, CKRD, CHNL, CFMC-FM, CKX, CKFM, CHF, CHML, CFP, CKK, Q107, CKSO, CKBB, CFGB, CHZ-FM, CKOY, CFM, CHZM, CHF, CHI, CJF, CJJ

SINGLE “Irish Tea Party” (ANS-015)
JUST RELEASED!

AERIAL “Moments Like This” SONG: (ANS-018)
CILRA-FM, CKRD, CJME, CJCK, CHAB, CKOM, CFMC-FM, CFRW 12, CKWW, CJJU, Q107, CKSO, CKBB, CGBF, CJJU, CFB

IAN THOMAS “Teardown the Walls” SINGLE: (ANS-018)
CILRA-FM, CJME, CJCK, CFMC-FM, CHOFM, CJUM-FM, CKSL, CFPL, CKJ, CJJU 12, CHYM, CJJU 30, CFR, CKLY, CKPT, CKLC, CKPR, CHNO 12, CKSO, CJSS, CKBB, CFRA, CGBF, CKJ, CHOFM, CKTS, CJJU, CJJU 123

IAN THOMAS “The Best of Ian Thomas” (ANR-1-1024)
WIRELESS “No Static” (ANR-1-1025)

SOON TO BE RELEASED

THE SPIRIT OF CANADA
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